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Abstract— It has long been held that information flow
security models should be organized with respect to a
theory of information, but typically they are not. The ap-
peal of a information-theoretic foundation for information
flow security seems natural, compelling and, indeed, almost
tautological. This article illustrates how channel theory—a
theory of information based in logic—can provide a basis for
noninterference style security models. The evidence presented
here suggests that channel theory is a useful organizing
principle for information flow security.

1. Introduction
It has long been believed that information flow security

should be characterized in terms of a theory of Shannon-
style [20] information flow. The problem with this is that
the quantity “mutual information” is measured; there is no
direction. Channel theory [3] is a logical or qualitative theory
of information flow; direction is represented explicitly and
it is capable of supporting a Shannon-theoretic analysis [2]
(although we do not do so here). We submit that channel
theory is a natural setting for characterizing information
flow security policies and mechanisms, and we support it
through the specification of a classic model of information
flow security within channel theory in an elegant manner.

Most information flow security models are based either on
the noninterference model of Goguen and Meseguer [7] or
on variants of it [21]. Such security models specify end-to-
end system security policies in terms of the “views” of the
system as a whole by groups of users/processes. Views are
typically characterized by partitioning global system inputs
and outputs and associating groups of users/processes with
these partitions. These input and output partitions determine
the view of its associated group. Noninterference-based se-
curity policies will require that, for example, changes in a
high level security input partition will result in no change to
a low level output partition.

Channel theory is also known as the “logic of distributed
systems”, where “distributed systems” is interpreted in a very
broad sense. In channel theory, each subsystem is formulated
as a local logic which may be intuitively understood as
characterizing the subsystem’s view of the distributed system
as a whole. Connecting these subsystems is a channel that
governs how theorems in one local logic may be trans-
ferred to another local logic. The intuitive parallel with
noninterference-based security is explicated here and made

formal. The view according to security level is determined
here by a local logic and a channel that governs information
flow between levels.

By combining several formalisms from logic and seman-
tics, this paper admittedly places demands on the reader
beyond what is perhaps usually expected. Channel theory,
in particular, is not broadly known and consequently the
presentation here must introduce a number of its key concepts
before proceeding. The security property we consider—
separation—is simple, but as this is the first application of
Channel theory to information security, simplicity is a virtue.
But more importantly, this paper elaborates the necessary
channel theoretic underpinnings (especially co-channels) and
sets the stage for further applications of Channel Theory to
information security.

Channel theory combines syntax and semantics and hence,
the proofs are necessarily semantic in content. This has the
sense of soundness from logic, i.e., one shows a particular
(Gentzen) sequent holds semantically. The sequents are in a
second order logic which quantifies (semantically) over all
actions in a program. The combination of the use of co-
channels to distribute an invariant and the invariant being a
sequent in a simple second order logic is what allows the
statement and proof of separation to be so clean.

This article proceeds from research characterizing the clas-
sic, noninterference-style security design of Rushby (known
as a separation kernel [18]) in terms of monadic language
semantics [11], [10]. A separation kernel, K (pictured in
Figure 1), mediates communication between the high and low
level domains, H and L, respectively. Domains H and L may
only communicate with the kernel via the channels f and g,
respectively. The security policy boils down to demonstrating
that inputs to H have no impact on the outputs of L. The
security property associated with the separation kernel in
Figure 1 is based on the notion that any operation executing
in the high security domain H should have no effect whatso-
ever on the threads executing in the low security domain L.
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Fig. 1: Sep. Kernel as a Channel
Theory Flow Diagram.

In terms of individual
atomic operations, this
can be further specified
as follows. Note that any
system execution con-
sists of a sequence of H
and L operations deter-
mined by some scheduling strategy. The security specification
requires that any system execution, h0 ; l0 ; · · · ; hn ; ln, has



precisely the same effect on the L domain as this same
execution stripped of H operations, l0 ; · · · ; ln . This security
regime is not, in general, process isolation. Operations in
H may not affect those in L, but operations in L are free
to influence those in H. Separation requires the converse as
well.

The Contributions of This Paper.
Monadic transformers [13], [12] are shown to provide

a layering as a scaffold for channel theoretic objects and
the relationships among the layers are represented using
the morphisms of channel theory (the double-pairs of maps
f and g from Figure 1). Through channel theory, by a
judicious use of limits, colimits, and a free-variable second-
order logic, separation kernels [11], [10] are show to validate
the necessary logical statements that express separation. The
resulting distributed logical apparatus of channel theory can
then be seen to provide an straightforward proof of separation
without collapsing the information in the monadic layers into
a single but hard to manipulate formal apparatus. The burden
of verification is thus made easier.

a) Related Work.: Channel theory is not a logic but,
rather, it is a logical framework that allows separation of
concerns (in the sense of Dijkstra [5]) at the level of
logical specification. It is similar to institutions [6] in that
both have similar objects and morphisms. In contrast to
institutions, channels are the central organizing principle of
channel theory, where channels and co-channels are used
for the transfer of theorems between local logics. Separation
logic [17] introduces separation of concerns at the level of
logical connectives. The channel theoretic characterization
of a monadic separation kernel presented here is factored
according to the monadic layers underlying the kernel’s con-
struction, although channel theory does not focus on monadic
specifications exclusively (in contrast to evaluation logic [16],
HasCasl [19], or observational program specification [9]).
Abadi, et al., [1] formulate notions of dependency (including
noninterference) in terms of the dependency core calculus.
Crary et al. [4] consider a logical characterization of informa-
tion flow security that, like DCC, has Moggi’s computational
lambda calculus [14] at its core. The second author’s monadic
encapsulation of separation [11], [10] is more semantic and
model-theoretic than either of these more logical and type-
theoretic approaches. The present article answers an open
question by making the relationship between such semantic
and logical views apparent and precise. Channel theory has
not, to the authors’ best knowledge, ever been applied to
information flow security.

2. Background
This article makes a connection between a number of

different formalisms across logic, denotational semantics and

StateT Σ M X = Σ→M(X×Σ)
ηS v = λσ. ηM (v , σ)
x ?S f = λσ0. (x σ0) ?M λ(v , σ1). f v σ1

g : S Σ = λσ. ηM (σ, σ)
u : (Σ→Σ)→S()
u f = λσ. ηM((), f σ)
lift ϕ = λσ. ϕ ?M (ηM ◦ (λv . (v , σ)))

x » y = x ? λd . y — “null” bind

ResT M X = fix ξ.X + M ξ
ηR v = δ v
(δ x ) ?R f = f x
(ρ ϕ) ?R f = ρ (ϕ ?M λκ. ηM (κ ?R f ))
step ϕ = ρ (ϕ ?M (ηM ◦ ηR))
run (δ v) = ηM v
run (ρ ϕ) = ϕ ?M run

Fig. 2: Monad Transformers

information security and, to make it as self-contained as
possible, overviews of the necessary background material is
presented here. First, noninterference security and separation
are discussed and then it is summarized how separation may
be realized via monadic language semantics [13], [12]. A
brief overview of modular monadic semantics is presented as
well. It is assumed of necessity that the reader is familiar with
monadic semantics, and, for those wishing more background
on monadic semantics, please consult the references. In
particular, for an overview of monads for concurrency (i.e.,
resumption monads), please consult Harrison [8].

Separation Security & Noninterference.

This security regime, which we will refer to as separation,
is an instance of Goguen and Meseguer noninterference.
Separation considers the “static case” where there is no
passing of capabilities. Such policies formulate information
security in terms of “views” or perspectives with respect
to processes or users at the low security level. We as-
sume, without loss of generality that there are precisely
two such levels, high and low). If two system inputs, i
and i ′, are the same from the low view (sometimes written
i ≈L i′), then, for any system execution consisting of
a sequence of high and low operations, h0; l0; · · · ; hn ; ln ,
the following system outputs are the same from the low
view: out (h0; l0; · · · ; hn ; ln)≈L out (l0; · · · ; ln). Noninter-
ference specifications are typically formulated in terms of
abstract state machines.



3. Definition of Channel Theory
The basic structures of channel theory are deceptively

simple. The things that are distributed in a distributed system
are contexts called classifications. The classifications are
connected by infomorphisms. The relevant definitions follow.

A classification contains two distinct collections of objects,
tokens and types. They could be anything that makes sense in
using a classification as a model. However, most of modern
language theory tends to use the term types in a different
sense. In this paper, channel theory’s types are always termed
propositions. The tokens are analogous to states or program
actions. Bold slanted typeface is always used to denote
classifications.

Definition 3.0.1 A classification, X , is a pair of sets,
Tok(X), and Prop(X), and a relation, |=X ⊆ Tok(X) ×
Prop(X) written in infix, e.g., x |=X A. x |=X A is the
qualitative unit of information that flows in channel theory.

Classifications occur wherever models of formal systems
are found. Channel theory has its own notion of morphism,
called an infomorphism. It is similar to a pair of adjoint
functors in that it is a pair of opposing arrows with a
condition similar to the adjoint’s bijection.

Definition 3.0.2 An infomorphism h : X → Y of classifi-
cations is a pair of contravariant maps, −→h and ←−h such that−→
h : Prop(X) → Prop(Y ) and ←−h : Tok(Y ) → Tok(X),
and for all x and A, the following condition is satisfied,
xh |=X A iff x |=Y Ah,. For ease of presentation, ←−h (x)
is displayed as xh and −→h (A) as Ah.

A commuting finite cocone consists of a graph ho-
momorphism G from a finite graph to the category of
classifications, a vertex classification C, and a collection

C

G(1) · · · G(i) G(j) · · · G(n)

g1
gi gj

G(f)

gn

of arrows gi :
G(i) → C. It is
required that for
all f : i → j,
gi = gj ◦ G(f).
The base of the
cocone is the ob-
jects and arrows
identified by G. There will also be a need for cones: a finite
cone consists of a graph homomorphism G from a finite
graph to the category of classifications, a vertex classification
C, and a collection of arrows gi : G(i)→ C. It is required
that for all f : j → i, gi = G(f) ◦ gj . Just reverse all the
arrows in the preceding diagram.

Definition 3.0.3 An information channel is a co-cone in the
category of classifications and infomorphisms. An informa-
tion co-channel is a cone in the category of classifications
and infomorphisms. C in the diagram is call the core of the
(co)channel.

The smallest channel over a base is a colimit. Frequently,
the smallest channel is not the most useful because a channel
is used as a model. The smallest channel would simply
connect the base with no additional modeling apparatus.
A colimit in the category of classifications is a colimit on
propositions and a limit on tokens.

Assuming a fixed classification C, a Gentzen sequent,
Γ C ∆ is two sets of propositions connected by a relation
. A valid sequent has the force of a meta-level implication
of form: for all tokens x, if x |=C A for all of the propositions
A in Γ, then at x |=C B for at least proposition in ∆. In
this paper, all our sequents will be rather simple and of the
form A  B. Sequents are used to represent constraints for a
classification. In the core of a channel, sequents underwrite
information flow in the core.

Definition 3.0.4 A local logic L = 〈C,L, NL〉 consists of
a classification C, a set L of sequents involving the types
of C, and a subset NL ⊆ Tok(C) called the normal tokens
of L, which satisfy all the constraints L. A local logic L

is sound if every token is normal; it is complete if every
sequent that holds of all normal tokens is in the consequence
relation L.

Each classification supports a local logic, including cores
of channels. A non-normal token represents a counter-
example to the theory. In this paper, only normal tokens are
used. Non-normal tokens can be used to introduce conditional

Γ X ∆

Γf Y ∆f
(f−Intro)

Γ Y ∆

Γ−f X ∆−f
(f−Elim)

probabilities associated with the
sequents. Typically, the sequents
are required to follow certain
structural rules but these will not
concern us in this paper. These
non-structural rules allow for the
movement of logics forward along
an infomorphism f : X → Y , where Γ−f is an abbreviation
for −→f

−1
(Γ), i.e., the inverse image of Γ under f and ∆f

is the direct image of ∆ under f . There are two equivalent
forms for each; f -Intro preserves validity and f -Elim pre-
serves non-validity.

Channels and co-channels are used to hold channel logics.
In the core of a channel, a logic can be used to underwrite or
authorize information transfer among the side classifications.
Co-channels, as they are used in this paper, are used to dis-
tribute a common logic in the core to the side classifications.

4. A Channel Account of Separation
The channel theory diagram System Classification (see

Figure 3) will be annotated with theorems where Tok(Hi)
and Tok(Lo) are the set of program states for Hi and
Lo respectively, Hik represents the k-th operation of
Hi, CH is a co-channel which is used for distribut-
ing a constraint (expressed as a sequent), H is con-
structed using the monad H = StateT Hi Id , K is con-



structed using the monad K = StateT Hi (StateT Lo) Id ,
R is constructed using the resumption monad. There
is a similar diagram below L (using the Lo versions

R

K . . . K . . . K

CH H L

Hi1 . . . Hik . . .

Hi Hi

π

H

π

L

π

1

π

2

Fig. 3: Sys. Class./Monadic Layers

of CH , etc.) as
below H . Let
two program
statements be
D := D + 1 and
D := D − 1.
The first is the
Hi operation and
the second is the
Lo operation.
These statements
are the actions
D 7→ D + 1 and
D 7→ D − 1. The
other computations needed are D 7→ D denoted 1Hi and
1Lo for the respective sides; these are needed for internal
housekeeping in the sequel. There are only two Hik’s in
the sample system, namely Hi1 for 1Hi and Hi2 for the
computational interpretation of D := D + 1.

Notice that the fragment of the diagram containg
CH ,Hi1, Hi2, . . . has its arrows pointing downward in
contradistinction to the rest of the arrows pointing upward.
This is an instance of a cone whereas the other fragments,
all of whose arrows have a common target, are cocones.
CH ,Hi1,Hi2, . . . is an example of a co-channel. The lone
sequent that will be in CH will be distributed to the Hik.

Let a2 = λv.v + 1, the sequent for Hi2, π

1(D =
V ) Hi2

π

2(D = a2V ) will be denoted as: D = V Hi2

a2(D = V ), eliding the π

i and making the a appear as modal
operator. Now for the cone with vertex CH and base the

Prop(CH) Prop(Hik)

Tok(CH) Tok(Hik)

φk

ψk

|= |=

Fig. 4: CH to Hik Infomorphism

Hik. There is an
infomorphism
(Figure 4)
where φk is
the identity map
and Prop(CH) =
Prop(Hik)
for all k. The
state pairs 〈s, s′〉
in Tok(Hik)

are just those state pairs that satisfy s
ak−−→ s′, where

ak−−→ symbol means s goes to s′ under the action ak.
Let ψk(〈s, s′〉) = 〈ak.〈s, s′〉〉 ∈ Tok(CH). We define
〈ak, 〈s, s′〉〉 |=CH

Q iff 〈s, s′〉 |=Hik Q for any proposition
Q. This is a “safe” definition since it will lead to no new
sequents holding as constraints in CH that do not already
hold in each of the Hik; the proposition sets are all
identical. This defines 〈ϕk, ψk〉 as an infomorphism.

To pull the sequent back along φ might, given the rules
for sequents, result in an invalid sequent in CH . However,
notice that this sequent holds for all k under the condition

that each Hik interprets a to the operation ak. In this way,
the sequent, D = V CH

a(D = V ), becomes a sequent of
second-order free-variable logic. However, the sequent still
retains its modal character, just as in Hik. The job of φk is
to distribute this sequent to each Hik.

Consider each channel (Hik,Hi) to be a model for a
modal logic with the operator ak defining the modality. Each
HiK contains all pairs of states 〈s, s′〉 relating s to s′ under
the action ak. Each s and s′ must provide a value for D and
V . Some values are such D 6= V in which case the antecedent
of the sequent is false and hence the sequent evaluates as true;
the sequent is then satisfied spuriously. In the cases where
D = V , the consequent follows because Hik is the core
of the channel for ak. Hence the sequent is valid. So Hik
contains all the models for the logic and the action.

The arrow ψk is constructing part of a (flattened) second
order model structure in Tok(CH). It is easier to think of
there being a single token in Tok(CH) for each Hik. This
token needs to pull out a pair from its modal relation to
evaluate a proposition, i.e.,

〈ak, 〈s, s′〉〉 |=CH

π

1(D = V )

iff ψk(〈s, s′〉) |=CH

π

1(D = V ) def. of ψk
iff 〈s, s′〉 |=Hik φk( π

1(D = V )) infomorphism
iff 〈s, s′〉 |=Hik

π

1(D = V ) def. of φk
iff π1(〈s, s′〉) |=Hi D = V infomorphism
iff s |=Hi D = V def. of π1

In this way, the work load of evaluating propositions, and
hence sequents, is distributed via channel theory.

In the sequel, op(class) will yield the set of op-
erations of the classification class. Hence op(CH) =
{ak | 〈ak, 〈s, s′〉〉 ∈ Tok(CH)}. Similarly, op(token) will
yield the operation hiding in a single token.

The token set Tok(CH) is then a disjoint union of interpre-
tations, each partition contains an entire second-order logic
model. The second-order logic used is tightly constrained for
the application in this paper. There is no explicit quantifying
over function variables (or predicates), hence the moniker
free-variable. The implicit universal quantification over free
function variables is bounded by the classifications needed
to evaluate the propositions, it is bounded by the structure of
the system being considered.

4.1 The Classifications H and L

We carry out the definitions for the H side, the L side
is analogous. The H has the same proposition set as CH

and as tokens pairs of the form 〈uH ak, 〈s, 〈(), s′〉〉〉. The
computation uHak is a computation in S . The definitions

uH 〈ak, 〈s, s′〉〉
def
= 〈uH ak, 〈s, s′〉〉, deHf

def
= λv.π2(f v)

(where π2 projects the second element of a pair) are used
to construct the infomorphism from CH to H which is



the identity on the propositions and is a projection πCH
:

Tok(H)→ Tok(CH) on the tokens with the definition

πCH
〈uH ak, 〈s, 〈(), s′〉〉〉

def
= 〈deH (uH ak), 〈s, s′〉〉,

where s ak−−→ s′. It is easily seen that πCH
◦ uH = 1Tok(CH)

and uH ◦ πCH
= 1Tok(H). That this is an infomorphism

is by stipulation. The proposition sets are the same and
the token sets are isomorphic. No new constraints will
hence be generated and the old one is preserved (see the
H = StateT Hi Id rule below).

In the sequel, op(H) = {f | 〈f, 〈s, 〈(), s′〉〉〉 ∈
Tok(H)} ⊆ S (). Computations used in op(H) and op(L)
are of type a→ t× a. The two statements D := D + 1 and
D := D − 1 are compiled into

inc = [[D + 1]] ?S λv.uH(D 7→ v),

dec = [[D − 1]] ?S λv.uL(D 7→ v)

and hence op(H) = {inc, ηS} and op(L) = {dec, ηS}.
One might consider treating the construction of H to be
analogous to the monad transformer StateT . The Hik is a
construction diagram where the projections deconstruct the
channel. Thought of in this way, then

D = V CH
a(D = V )

StateT Hi Id
D = V H a(D = V )

becomes simply the sequent in CH moved forward (the
sound direction) along an infomorphism.

4.2 The Classification K

Let X ∈ {H,L}, and for all tokens β in X , let β |=X

ΦX . The sequents

ΦX ∧H(D = V ) ∧ L(D = U) K

H(a(D = V )) ∧ L(b(D = U))

will be evaluated using the monad K where
K = StateT Hi (StateT Lo) Id . The tags H and L
indicate from which classification the propositions came and
are the result of the infomorphisms from H and L being
injections on propositions. We let the ΦX be unaltered by
the injections from H and L and note that

ΦX ∧ D = V X x(D = V )

holds in X where x = a if X = H , and x = b if X = L. The
operations in K will be restricted to the operations injected
by outer ◦ uH and inner ◦ uL.

The construction for the channel K acts like the monad K .
Specifically, the sequents of H are operated on by “wrapping
them” with L sequents. In our simple case, the sequent
transformation can be constructed with the rule:

ΦH ∧ D = V H a(D = V ) or
ΦL ∧ D = U L b(D = U)

K
ΦX ∧H(D = V ) ∧ L(D = U) K

H(a(D = V )) ∧ L(b(D = U))

This is two rules with ΦX being appropriately ΦH or ΦL.
The computations necessary for separation are those injected
into the monad K using outer(uH a) and inner(uL b).
These computations are of type a→ b→ t× a× b. Tokens
in K are of the form 〈f, 〈s, q, 〈〈(), s′〉, q′〉〉〉. In our sample
system, f ∈ {outer inc, outer ηS, inner dec, inner ηS}.
More generally,

op(K) = {outer f | f ∈ op(H)} ∪
{inner f | f ∈ op(L)}.

The infomorphism π

H : H →K has a token morphism πH .

Definition 4.2.1 Let prjH(t, a, b) = (t, a) and prj(t, a, b) =
(t, b) and

deKHf
def
= λv.prjH(f v undefined),

deKLf
def
= λv.prjL(f v undefined),

then πH : Tok(K) → Tok(H) and πL : Tok(K) →
Tok(L) are defined as

πH〈f, 〈s, q, 〈〈(), s′〉, q′〉〉〉
def
= 〈deKH f, 〈s, 〈(), s′〉〉〉,

πL〈f, 〈s, q, 〈〈(), s′〉, q′〉〉〉
def
= 〈deKL f, 〈q, 〈(), q′〉〉〉.

These definitions reveal the objects K () and Tok(K)
act like products. Since op(K) ⊆ K , these projections
may be restricted to op(K). The classification K ′ where
Prop(K ′) = Prop(K), Tok(K ′) = Tok(H)× Tok(L) is
the co-limit of H and L (recall colimits in the category of
classifications entails being a limit on tokens). Hence there is
a pair of infomorphisms k : H →K ′ and k′ : L→K ′. It is
an easy observation that the restriction of an infomorphism
from restricting the domain of the token map is still an
infomorphism. Since Tok(K) ' Tok(H) + Tok(L), the
restriction of k and k′ to Tok(K) yields infomorphisms
connecting H with K and L with K.

Theorem 4.2.2 For all β ∈ Tok(K), β satisfies

ΦX ∧H(D = V ) ∧ L(D = U) K

H(a(D = V )) ∧ L(b(D = U))

From the fact that the morphisms from H and L to K
are infomorphisms, the two sequents

ΦH ∧H(D = V ) KH(a(D = V )),

ΦL ∧ L(D = U) KL(b(D = U))

are constraints holding in K. The usual rules of classical
logic then underwrite the theorem.



Theorem 4.2.3
deKH ◦ outer = 1op(H);

deKL ◦ inner = 1op(L).

This theorem says that outer and inner are reversible
using the projections from op(K). A consequence of this is
that op(K) act like a disjoint sum with outer and inner
being the injections:

Corollary 4.2.4 Let g : op(H) → D and g′ : op(L) → D,
then there is a unique k : op(K) → D such that g factors
into k ◦ outer and g′ into k ◦ inner.

Theorem 4.2.5
(deKH ◦ inner ◦ uL)f = ηS();

(deKL ◦ outer ◦ uH)f = ηS().

This says that injecting a computation from op(L) into
op(K) results in a computation whose H component is the
identity computation in op(H), i.e., ηS() = uH 1Tok(Hi1).
A similar statement holds for H . Notice that 1op(H) :
op(H)→ op(H) while ηS() ∈ op(H).

Theorem 4.2.6

β ∈K implies

(op ◦ πH(β) 6= ηS () and op ◦ πL(β) = ηS ()) or

(op ◦ πH(β) = ηS () and op ◦ πL(β) 6= ηS ())

This theorem is an easy consequence of outer and inner act-
ing like injections to the parameterized disjoint sum op(K)
and the projections πH and πL revealing the components of
the elements injected.

Corollary 4.2.7 For all tokens β ∈K, β satisfying

ΦX ∧H(D = V ) ∧ L(D = U) K

H(a(D = V )) ∧ L(b(D = U))

implies either X = H and b = 1Lo, or X = L and a =
1Hi.

Incidentally, the sequents in the conclusion of the theorem
can be seen in model theoretic form in [18] although they
were developed independently from the structure of the
classifications involved.

4.3 The Classification R

The computations R() are on a bijective correspondence
with lists of operations from K (). The injection step : K →
R with the definition:

step x
def
= ρ(x ?K (ηK ◦ δ))

is not fundamentally changing the computation x but merely
adding some bookkeeping. The following theorem shows that
step is reversible:

Theorem 4.3.1 run ◦ step = 1S().

Let the infomorphism from K to R be the identity on
types. Tokens of R are of the finite and infinite sequences
〈σ0, . . . σn−1〉, 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞ such that each σi has the
form 〈step f, 〈s, q, 〈〈(), s′〉, q′〉〉〉 for 〈f, 〈s, q, 〈〈(), s′〉, q′〉〉〉
a token K. Also, it is required for

σi = 〈f, 〈s, q, 〈〈(), s′〉, q′〉〉〉, and

σi+1 = 〈f ′, 〈ŝ, q̂, 〈〈(), ŝ′〉, q̂′〉〉〉,
that

(i) s′ = ŝ and q′ = q̂ and
(ii) s(D) = s(V ) and q(D) = q(U).

(i) allows for only valid computation sequences to appear
in Tok(R). (ii) allows us to disregard states for which any
other values will cause the sequents

ΦX ∧H(D = V ) ∧ L(D = U) K

H(a(D = V )) ∧ L(b(D = U))

to hold spuriously by making the antecedent false.
The function step can be extended to work on Tok(K)

by

step〈f, 〈s, q, 〈〈(), s′〉, q′〉〉〉 def
= 〈step f, 〈s, q, 〈〈(), s′〉, q′〉〉〉

For any tokens γ ∈ Tok(R) such that step β = γ, we let
γ |=R Q iff β |=K Q. This will not cause any new proposi-
tions to hold in R. Now let σ |=R Q iff for all i, σi |=R Q.
run can be extended and the function runi defined thusly:

run〈step f, 〈s, q, 〈〈(), s′〉, q′〉〉〉 def
= 〈f, 〈s, q, 〈〈(), s′〉, q′〉〉〉,

runi〈σ0, . . . σn−1〉 = run σi, i < n.

Theorem 4.3.2 〈step, runi〉 is an infomorphism for all i.

The following Lemma says that for any token σ ∈ R is
composed of a sequence of actions from the High or Low
side and that each High action is paired with the identity for
the Low side and visa versa:

Theorem 4.3.3 For all tokens σ ∈ R, for all i, σi satisfies
either op ◦ πH ◦ run(σi) 6= ηS, op ◦ πL ◦ run(σi) = ηS, or
op ◦ πL ◦ run(σi) 6= ηS, op ◦ πH ◦ run(σi) = ηS.

The following theorem is valid by pushing the analogous
sequent in K forward along the infomorphism from K to R
and the previous Lemma.

Corollary 4.3.4 (Separation) For all tokens σ ∈ R, for all
i, σi satisfies

ΦX ∧H(D = V ) ∧ L(D = U) R

H(a(D = V )) ∧ L(b(D = U))

and either X = H and b = 1Lo, or X = L and a = 1Hi.



All that is left to to define that the sequents in the theorem
hold of all tokens σ ∈ R just when it holds for all σi. These
sequents are a second-order invariants over all tokens of R;
the tokens represent all valid computation sequences aug-
mented with some valuation information for logic formulas.
It is by accident that these sequents are satisfied by all the
σ ∈ Tok(R) as opposed to the individual σi. This happened
by forcing the condition (ii) in the specification of Tok(R).
(ii) is necessary to define the infomorphism from K to R.

Generalizing from Isolation to Noninterference.

Separation in this paper might more accurately be termed
“isolation” where High and Low have no interference with
each other. It is easy to change this for High having complete
access to its D and low’s D and Low having only access to
its D. Put quickly, one half of the logical work disappears as
there would then be counter-examples to theorems implying
High has no access to low’s D.

The relation ≈L of Background can be defined on Tok(R)
by using the projections taking Tok(R) to Tok(K) to
Tok(L) and then projecting out the operation using op . The
fact that the high and low variables D are used in this paper
is immaterial; they could be replaced by streams of values
read from an outside environment. Allowing the k index of
Hik and Lok to be larger provides for more operations than
the simple increment and decrement.

5. Conclusion
The channel theory used in the proof of separation was

able to track the monadic construction of the system. We
feel this is an important organizing principle akin to a natural
deduction system. This allows channel theory to distribute the
workload of the proof over its classification structure much
like a natural deduction system allows one to distribute the
workload into subproofs. Each classification was relatively
simple. The token sets from H,L and above were extracted
from the monad applications. The token sets for Hik,Lok
and below were taken from some pre-monadic and standard
Floyd-Hoare soundness conditions. The central driving force
for the simple logic statement came from CH and the
recognition that the statement of separation could use a
second-order free-variable logic sequent. This sequent arose
by using a co-channel to represent the common abstraction
leading to the second order sequent.

The choice of second-order free-variable logic simplifies
the exposition of separation as a meta-statement about the
system. The implicit quantification inherent in any free-
variable formal system becomes tamed by the use of channel
theory to bound the quantification to operations used in the
system.

The system analyzed could have been made more complex
without substantial changes to either the overall proof or
the way the information flows in the System Classification

diagram. There are two flows of interest here, or rather one
flow and a lack of flow. Information flows from bottom to
top in that diagram. It is a logical flow about the system. The
lack of flow between H and L is really the meta-statement
about the system that is the essence of separation. This was
a lack a flow of information in the system. Complicating the
system with shared kernel variables (or processor registers)
would be confined to K. Once the basic separation properties
could be proven there, they would immediately flow to R.

A planned extension is probability analysis. The kernel
computations in K might include “leakage”. This will be
modeled in K using sequents that are not entirely valid,
but only partially valid. The required change for channel
theory is to include this notion via non-normal tokens in
Tok(K) which are counter-examples to the theorem express-
ing non-information flow from H to L. Probabilities come
either defined mathematically or empirically via tests. If K
can be entirely mathematically defined, the probabilities are
computed ahead of time. This would allow different design
decisions to be made. If the probabilities are empirically
determined, say if the system must perform a lot of action
with an environment giving rise to the leakage, then steps
can be taken for redesign of the system.

Another area of extension is in hardware-software code-
sign. With a mathematically powerful tool such as monads,
the interaction between hardware and software can be ab-
stracted. Channel theory will provide the logical layer for
formally proving security properties about such designs. The
goal is modular designs where proofs of system properties
are similarly modularized by following the monadic structure
of the system.
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